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ABSTRACT

The introduction of portable 25 watt Ind.uced.

Polarization (I.P. ) units as a tool for mapping the

lateral distribution of subsurface sulphides on a
reconnaissance basis has substa.ntially reduced the cost of
such surveys but has led to some problems in survey design

and evaluation not normally encountered with conventional

2.5 kilowatt equipment.

The electrode geometry and dipole length are

variable design parameters that can be used to optimize

the effectiveness of a survey. These parameters must be

selected with respect to (i) the dimensions and geometry

of the target, (ii) overburden thickness, and (iii)
electrical properties of the substratum.

The effectiveness of a survey depends in a large
measure on the overburden thickness and the int.rinsic
resistivity contrast between overburden and bedrock. This

problem is investigated in the context of the scintrex
IPR-7 25 wat.t battery powered f .p. system. The applica-
birity of battery r.P. is eval-uated for two surveys, one

from central British columbia and the other from the cray

belt of ontario. The eval-uation is based on comparisons

with two-1ayer interpretation curves.
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, Although designed for British Columbia the 25 watt

systems have had unexpected success in the Canadian Shield.

Within the l-imitaLions of the system, areas of the Shield

amenable to exploration have been suggested.
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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTTON

Introduction

Battery-powered induced porarization equipment has

gained prominence as a tool to perform routine reconnais-
sance induced polarization (f.p.) surveys and at least
t.hree manufacturers have 25 watt portable units available.
Arthough hampered by limitations rvhich may seem serious
when compared to conventionar 25 kilowatt systems, the
performance of the 25 watt system for mapping the lateral
distribution of subsurface sulphides in a variety of
environments is excellent. coupled with careful inter-
pretation and operating within the system's capabilities,
the information supplied. is as reveal'.ng as conventional
data with the attraction that the surveys can be

performed at a cost reduction of approximately 50 percent.
The following discussion pertains to the 25 watt

battery r.P. system developed by Newmont Exploration, which
j-s manufactured. and distributed by scintrex r.imited. rt
is tacitly assumed. that other equipment available on the
market has comparable performance and., further, the
arguments presented are not affected by equipment brand



and are equally applicable to measurement of any r.p.
parameter 

"

This thesis will discuss the limitations of the
battery system and assess its performance in two areas;
interior British columbia and the clay belt of ontario"
The results show that battery r"p" can be effective wi-th

widely different surface, subsurface, and geologJ-c

environments.

Although specifically designed for condj-tions

encountered in eritish columbia, the system has been

applied to exploraLion in the canadian shield and an

attempt wi]l be made to assess the applicability of the
equj-pment ín this environment.

rn view of recent trends which'indicate that the
newry developed 250 watt portable battery r.p. system is
replacing the 25 watt unit in many areas, the relative
performance of the 250 watt system and the desirability of
this trend will be discussed.

3n_

Traditionally, r.p. surveys have been relegated to
the last phase (prior to drilling) in the sequential
development of a mining property, even though the method

is definitive over a wide range sulphide percentages up

to and inctuding those that are considered massive

(1arge1y because most massive deposits have a halo of



disseminated mineralj_zation). High survey costs have led
to this situation. The battery system, becuase of reduced

capitalization and operating costs, allows T.p. to be used

at an earlier stage in the exploration program. Also, in
porphyry copper envi-ronmenLs where most of the targets are

susceptible only to detection by the .f . 
p. technique,

the portable system allows r.p. to be used on a routine
and reconnaissance basis.

The high deployment cost of conventional I.p.
surveys stems from the power specifications, which require
cumbersome equipment to attain. It is the author's
judgement that in many instances where conventional

equipment is deployed, battery systems could be used

effectively and with reduced expenditüres.

The most critical Iimitation of the portable
battery powered r.P. system is the lack of vertical
performance i.e. we get limited depth of exploration and

littl-e information concerning the vertical continuity of
a source body. The most important consideration, however,

is the location and laterar extent of the sulphide body

which can be rapidly determi-ned with battery units,
provided the source is within the vertical capability of
thg j-nstrument. cases where the overburden thickness is
too great are easily identifiable and other solutions,
such as higher powered equipment can be brought to bear on

the probrem. rn other words, it is possible to determine



whet.her a lack of anomalies results from the inability of
the system to detect them or from a paucity of causative

bodies.

Within the systemrs limitations, portable battery
I.P. systems provide a definitive geophysical system

capable of detecting most types of sulphide occurrences

on a reconnaissance basis.



CHAPTER TT

THEORY AND PRÀ,CTICE OF TNDUCED POLARIZATION

Introduction

The I.P. method, in recent years, has been used

successfully for the detection of a wid.e variety of
sulphide occurrences. Hallof (L972) has compiled a

collection of I"P. discoveries which display d.ivergent

properties and environments. This chapter will briefly
outline the theory and practice of the I.p" method.

The reader is referred to works by Madden and Cantwell

(L967 ) and seigel (L967) for a more complete theoretical
and mathematical description of the I.p. phenomenon.

Causes of the Induced Polarization phenomenon

The induced polarization (or overvoltage) phenomenon

occurs at the interface of ionic conducting and electronj-c

conducting media when a current passes across the boundary.

current flow through rock takes place via ionic conduction

in. fl-uids contained in interconnected pore spaces in the

rock. Where sulphides (electronic conductors) block or

border these pore spaces an electrochemical- barrier is
established and the excess voltage required. to drive the



current across the j-nterface (overvoltage) generates the

polarization effects. The process is ca1led 'electrode
polarization'. For a complete discussion of the relation-

ship between the I.P. effect and conduction of electricity

in rocks, see Ward and Fraser (1967).

If the source current is terminated, the overvoltage

gienerates secondary currents and potentials which d.ecay in

time and can be monitored (time domain measurement). Also

since a finite time is required for these voltages to

build up, the impedence of the zones decreases with

increasing frequency of the impressed current. Frequency

domain measurements rely on the latter effect.

The storage of electrochemical energy in this

manner accounts for the largest portion of the I.P. effect.

However, other causes account for the I.P. response of

unmineralized rocks (called intrinsic I"P. response) and

some overburdens. The most important are membrane

potentials, Mayper (I959), which arise because most minerals

present an external negative charge when immersed in an

el-ectrolyte. Positive ions are adsorbed in a d.iffuse

cl-oud impeding the movement of conducting ions and the

relaxation of the double layer of ions upon termination of

the impressed current produces an I.P. response. The

process is termed membrane polarization. Clay particJ-es,

arranged in alternating zones which acquire this effect

and non-selective zones, produce the largest effects and



account for the application of the f.p. method to ground

water geophysics.

Electrical energy can al-so be stored. by mechanical

processes termed electro-kinetic effects (Mayper, L959).

These include compression of gas bubbtes, electro-osmosis,

and streaming potentials caused by fluid flow induced by

the passage of electric currents

Fortunately, electrode polarization is the most

significant of these effects and the others merely amount

to noise in mineral exploration.

The common minerals which enhibit polarization
effects are listed in Table I; sphalerite is a conspicuous

absentee.

In a comprehensive study, Marshal and Madden (1959)

concluded that both electrode polarization and membrane

polarizaLion were caused by identÍcat diffusion phenomena

and consequently indistinguishable over the practical range

of frequencies used for I.P. measurements. However, the

amplitude of the I.P. effect for mineralized rocks is
usually diagnostic except where the target is at a

considerable depth. In this case the significant I.p"
response may be lost to background effects.

Measurement of the fnduced Polarization Effect

The induced

in the time domain

polarization phenomenon can

(pulse-transient method) or

be measured

the



TABLE I

common }linerals with the rnduced polarization property

(after l,ladden and Cantwell, 1967) 
"

Oxides

magnetite

pyroluscite

cassíterite

Sulphides

pyrite

pyrrhotite

marcasite

galena

chalcopyrite

molybdenite

pentlandite

cobaltite

argentite

bornite

enargite

Others

graphite

native copper



frequency domain (variable freguency method).

rn the pulse-transient method a square wave direct
current with 'ont cycles of opposite polarity and 'off'
cycles of equal duration is impressed. on the ground

(Figure 1A). The shape of the discharge curve during 'off'
cycres is analyzed and a parameter calred chargeability (M)

is determined.

The chargeability can be determined j-n two ways:

(i) Integrating the surface area beneath the
discharge curve with respect to time and. normalizing
by dividing the result by the primary voltage (Vp) 

"

In this case:
t2
T

r¡ _ t1 V. (t)dt sec-millivoltsI{ = --:-_____È._:_:= ffi. or millisec.
p

where vs (t) is the time dependent secondary voltage.
In practice, finite time intervals are required; for
example, the Scintrex IpR-7 receiver has 2 sec. on

and off periods and integrates between 0.45 sec. and

1-r sec. Figure I shows the primary wave form of the
scintrex unitr âs well- as the shape of the transient
voltage decay curve.

(ii) Sampling the transient voltage decay curve at
discrete interval= (ti) and normalj-zing as before,
then:

fvt cc v"-!ti) millivott/vo:r¿tp
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FIGURE I. OPERATION OF SCINTREX MARK VII ( NEWMONT TYPE )I.P. SYSTEM. (A) PRIMARY WAVE FORM. (B) TRANSIENT
wAVE F0RM. (AFTER SEtGEL, tgTo).
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, The departure in the units for chargeability here

from that given in (i) arises because the secondary

voltage measured is the average voltage over a

relativery narrow time gaLer so that the voltage is
recorded at discrete time intervals. Huntec

equipment has the capability of determining four
points on the decay curve.

Theoretically the expression for chargeability is
given by

vs (r) dr
vp

rn practice, however, a finite time interval- is required to
expediate the measurement. The scintrex rpR-7 receiver has

an adjustable pulse width at 2, 4, or 8 sec. but the r.p.
measurement is always made between the previously defined
limits. The above expression also incrudes transient
el-ectromagnetic and inductj-ve coupring ef f ects. since
these usually have short time constants the integration or
amplitude measurement is delayed in order to alrow the
decay of these transient effects.

Opposite polarities on subsequent current pulses

are required to inhibit the build-up of steady state emf's.

, Another parameter of significance j_n time domain

measurements is the L-factor, the area above the transient
decay curve (Figure 1). Departures from the theoretj_ca11y

acceptable values of the L/I,I ratío of 0. 9 < L/M < 1.1

æ

=OM
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indicate an abnormally shaped transient decay curve

although field measurements indicate that the normal range

of the L/I{ parameter is from 0.7 to 0.8. The shape of the

transient decay curve is influenced by (i) sulphide

particle size and geometry (ii) interline electromagnetic

coupling and (iii) electromagnetic coupling caused by

conductive overburden. Figure 2 shows some of the

possibilities. The electromagnetic transients normally

have short time constants and are eliminated by delaying the

measurement of L and M subsequent to the cessation of the

primary fie1d. However in areas of low resistivity, ,r=irrn

long dipoles and the higher operating frequencies, the

electromagnetic transients may persist into the domain of

measurement of L and M. Seige1 (1970) and Baird et aL.

(L972) have discussed the significance of Lhe t /Yt ratio.
It is generally impossible to distinguish between

geometric effects (particle size) and electromagnetic

eggects. Swift (1973) demonstrated that the L/M ratio
was independent of intrinsic chargeability and was related

to electromagnetic coupling only.

Dey and Morrison (L973) have shown that the proper

choice of electrode array can minimize the effects of

electromagnetic transients. For 25 watt battery I.P.
surveys electromagnetic effects have l-ittle significance

because the dipoles are necessarily short and the system

has little utility in low resistivity areas.
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I NCR EASED DECREASED

FIGURE 2. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE LlM RATIO. (A) SHORT TIME
coNSTANT, SMALL pARTtCLE StZE,OR postTtvE E.M.
EFFECTS. (B) LONG TtME CONSTANT, LARGE PARTtCLE
stzE, cjn vrNoR NEGATtvE E.M. EFFEcrs. (AFTER
sElGEL, t97O ). N- NORMAL, O_OBSERVED.
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. usually, the L-factor is not systematically recorded

unless significant el-ectromagnetic coupling is suspected.

In the variable frequency method the resistivity
( pa) j-s measured at two frequencies of impressed current;
one frequency being sufficiently row to be considered d"c.
for aIl- practical purposes. The induced polarization effect
in this case is the percent frequency effect (pFE) and is
given by

PFE =
Pd. 0."

x 100
o'ac

where p.^ and p_^ are the apparent resistivities at the' clc ac
low and high frequencies, respectively.

The proper choice of frequencies has been discussed

by Hallof (1965). However, practicaÌ frequencies are less

than 10 Hz in order to reduce inductive coupling effects
and greater than 0.2 to 0.5 Hz, in order that a high pass

filter can be incorporated to eliminate 1ow frequency

tel-luric noise.

Another parameter commonly used in the frequency

domain is the metal conduction factor (McF ) and is given

by

MCF = luu * 2n x I00O (ohm-ft)-]
Pd"

The constants used in this equation may vary with individual
use "
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Comparison of fnduced Polarizatj_on Systems and

Systems Parameters

For a gJ-ven polarizable medium the maximum

(intrinsic) val-ues of frequency effect and chargeabirity
âre theoretically equivalent (Ha1lof, rg64) but practical
limitations prevent measurement of the intrinsic values.

The two parameters (M and PFE) are derivable from one

another by Fourier analysis, however, fierd measurements are

usually too crude to make the transformation.

Empirically, Mclaughlin et aL. (1970) found that

,rM, * = 7 PFE

and Madden and cantwell (1967) have compiled. a matrix for
converting frequency effect and chargeability for most

practical frequencies and switching times.

Marshall and Madden (1959) and Hallof (.1964) have

discussed the role of the metal conduction factor (McF)

as the diagnostic I.P, parameter. The usual models

representing the configuration of metarlic surphid.es in
rocks includer porê passages that are blocked by sulphides

and unblocked passag'es. rn rocks where the resistance of
the unbl-ocked paths is low the porarizing effect is shunted

whereas tight rocks (high resistivity) with similar

n , rM, is the notation used for
I sec. interval where current I

3 sec. each.

chargeability measured over
on' and roff' periods are
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sulphide content may give larger T.p. effects because the
mineralized passages shunt the current. The metal
conduction factor amounts to the measurement of the change

in conductivity of unblocked passages, thereby amplifying
the effect of v¿ell minerarized zones and attenuating zones

of sparse mineralization. The equivalent parameter in the
time domain measurement is the static capacity (Kerl-er, r959)
given by

static capacity - l't/aa (in units of capacitance)

where the symbols are as defined previously. As can be seen,

the static capacity is a measure of the capacitance of the
rocks and Marshall and Þladden object to the use of this
parameter stating that the r.p. effect is due sorery to
resistance effect.s, whereas the dialectric properties of
the r-P- phenomenon vary widery with frequency. rn
pracLice, ho\n/ever, the st.atic capacity is not normally
computed because the chargeability is sufficientry
dianostic for anomaly discrimination.

Apparently then, the advantages of one system over
the other are purely logistical with respect to equipment

design and cost and field performance. Dolan and. McI,aughlin
(1967) have compared the two systems and. both appear

competitive.



Practice in Induced polarization

Current, either a.c. for the variabl-e frequency

method or sguare wave with alternating polarity for the
pulse-transient method, is impressed into the ground by way

grounded current electrodes. The current electrodes may be

either metal rods or aluminum foil. The amount of current
transmitted into the ground depends on the subsurface

resistivi-ty in the vícinity of the electrode and the power

of the transmitter and is maximized within equipment

capabj-lities by reducing ohmic losses near the electrode.
This is achieved by increasing the specific surface area of
the electrode; directly, by using more stakes or aluminum

foil ¡ oy indirectly, by addition of a salt-water-detergent
soil to the electrode site.

Non-polarizing porous pots charged. with a satur¿ited

copper sulphate solution are used as potential erectrodes.
Metallic erectrodes, which are susceptible to the generation

of spuri-ous potentials are not prohibited but not

recofitmended, especially in battery r.p. surveys because

noise may exceed the inherentry weaker signar strength.
Various electrode configurations are possible and

Figure 3 shows the common ones in use. The choice of
electrode geometry will be discussed in a rater chapter.

Depth profiling, to test the behaviour of an anomaly

with depth and analyze cover thickness and substratum

electrical properties, is achieved by an incremental

I7

of
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(A)

x

N= l/2

N= I

N=3/2

(B)

(c)

(D)

(E)

(F)

FIGURE 3. I.P. ELECTRODE ARRA.YS. (A) DIPOLE- DIPOLE. (B) POLE -
DIPOLE. (C) POLE - POLE. (D) THREE ARRAY. (E) WENNER.
(F) GRADIENT. ,lAND X INDICATE DATA PLOTTING POINTS
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increase in 'N'; where 'NA' is the separation l:etween the
current and potential dipoles and 'A' is the length of
current and potential dipole (see Figure 3). Data plotting
points depend on the location of the current and potential
electrodes and. the type of electrode array as shown in
Figure 3. The two-dj-mensional array of data is plotted and

contoured. The 'pseudo-sections' generated are not actual
profiles of the electrical properties of the substratum

but when contoured \,,rith logarithmic intervals superficiarly
represent real cross-sections. This approach is typical of
dipole-dipole data.

Common practice with the other arrays entails
profiling the data for each separation (value of 'N') and

superimposing each profile on a single page.

Presentation of the lateral continuity of anomalous

values is achieved by contouring the data for a significant
val-ue of 'N' or a bar designating Èhe width of the anomaly

alongr each l-ine.



CHAPTER ITI

FTELD EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

Introduction

The equipment and survey procedure described herein

have been adopted by AlvlAX Exploration Inc. for their
reconnaissance r.P. work" rt is tacitly assumed that other

equipment and procedures have comparable performance and

are equally applicable. No bias toward a particular
system or manufacturer is intended.

Description of the Scintrex 25-watt Battery Tnduced

Polarization System

The Scintrex battery I.P. system consists of the

IPR-7 (Newmont type) receiver, which has been described in
detail by Dolan and Mclaughlin (1967 ), in conjunction with
the 25 watt transmitter. The transmitter has the following
specifications (after Scintrex, L97L) -

Output voltage
Maximum output current
Dimensions
Weight
Power source
Battery life

Charging source

in 5 steps between 40 and 200v
0.5 amp.

7"x7 'rxgrr (18 cm x IB cm x 23 cm)

11 Ib (S kg) including batteries
2 sealed lead-acid batteries (24v)
approximately 2 days continuous
operation
approximately 200 charges (nominal)
20-30v (d.c.) charger or LL5/230v
(a.c. ) 50/400 Hz charger

20
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. The entire package, incJ-uding ancilliary equipment

such as electrodes, wire I eLc., weighs less than 2OO lb.
and the equipment required in the field amounts to about

20 lb. per man for a four-man crew.

'Origin of the 25 watt Specification

The 25 watt transmitter specification arises by

requiring a minimum I0 mv signal with 200 foot dipoles
(dipole-d.ipole electrode geometry) for an apparent ground

resistivity of 100 ohm-m. Wit.h this configuration the 
-

minimum current allowed at the transmitter is approximately

115 ma. Since 25 watts of power are available, it is
apparent that the maximum bulk resistance between the

current electrodes, from'the relationship p=I2R, must be

less than 2000 ohm. This total resistance consists of the

cable resistance, the internal resistance of the power

source, the electrode-ground contact resistance, and. the

resistance of the ground j-n the immediate vicinity of the

el-ectrode. The first two relatively insignificant and Taggs

(1964) has shown that the electrode-ground contact resistance

is also negligibly small-. The near electrode ground

resistance can be kept below 2000 ohm by the measures

outlined previously. From signal strength considerations
(see Chapter IV), it is obvious that as pa (the apparent

ground resistivity) increases ample power is availabre to
meet the minimum signal requirements and 1ower currents can
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be,torerated. For practicar reasons, however, the maximum

power capabilities cannot be realized or sustained and

signal strength may occasionally suffer.
The requirement that the signal remai-n above 10 mv

. 
ensures that the induced signal strength will generally
exceed the tel-luric noise strength. The scintrex system,

because it measures in the time domain, is susceptible
short wave length bursts of telluríc noise (telluric
signals of relatively rong duratíon are compensated for by

an automatic self-potential balance). rn practice, the
amplitude of self potentials caused. by telruric currents are
much lower than this l-imit, except in anomalous zones where

channell-ing of natural earth currents and anomalously low
resistivit.ies occur. However, it is usually easy to
recognize arr anomalous reading even in the instance where

the signal/noise ratio may be adverse and. averaging the
r"P. response over severar consecutive pulses improves the
reading.

Survey Procedure

A brief description of the survey procedure is
merited although it is recognized that these logistical
asp.ects depend on the electrode array and personal
preferences. However, the procedure outrined here has

proven to be functional.

The equipment includes that traditionalry used in
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I.P. surveys, i.e" transmitter, receiver, dipole wires,
electrodes, and support equipment. The current and

potential wires are precut but several different lengths
may be carried" The potential electrodes used are copper

sulphate charged porous pots and four-foot stainless-stee1
rods are employed for current stakes (the number inserted
depended on local- ground condj_tions).

The aim of the entire procedure was to maintain the
portability, mobility and flexibility of the system. A

four man crew is employed in the following manner: a

leading potential electrode man and. the receiver operator

at the traiting end of the potential dipole, followed by

the transmitter operator at the leading end of the current
dipole and a trailing current electrode man. The 'train'
is advanced, in line, with the potential dipole leading

and current dipole trailing.
All communication is verbal and terse and proves

adequate with dipole lengths of up to ZOO feet
Details of the exact procedure for taking a reading

are unnecessary but in general an attempt is mad.e to
(i) transmit over the fewest number of current pulses in
order to conserve battery life, (ii) cater to the current
operators since that is the limiting phase of the operation,
and. (iii) maintain production.

Multiple separations are obtained by maintaining
the current dipole fixed and advancing or retarding the
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potential dipole in appropriate dipore-length increments.

Normal1y, only one separation is read consistentry.
Multiple separation data alr-ows quantitative anarysis of
the overburden and bedrock electrical properties and. is
required if (i) overburden masking is suspected,

(ii) quantitative information regarding the anomarous zone

is desired, or (iii) the overburden thickness is required.
usually each reading is taken at one d.ipore length

interval, but when an anomarous reading is encountered.,

the system is 'backed-off' to obtain an intermed.iate

reading. This procedure adds detail and allows definition
of the margin of the cauèative body croser than plus or
minus a dipole length. For example, station intervals for
a 200 foot dipole length survey are 2oo feet except over
the anomal-ous zone and on its margins where 100 foot moves

occur.



CHAPTER TV

SURVEY DESIGN AND EVALUATTON

si-gnal strength, a function of electrode arïay,
apparent resistivity, and inpressed. current, is given by

the relationship

V - IOu/Fna

where V is the signal strength in mv; g. the apparent
resistivity in ohm-m; a the dipole J_ength in meters; r the
current in ma; and F a geometric factor which depends on

the electrode geometry. This well known relationship is
used to compute apparent resistivities in any resistivi-ty
survey.

The geometric factor (F) is computed by considering
all- potential--current el-ectrode pairs in the array with
respect to the distribution of potential about a point
current source in a homogeneous half-space, i.e.:

Vr = Ip/2rr

where v, j-s the potential measured at a radius r from a

25
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point source carrying current r and p is the resistivity of
the medium. Table rr is a comparison of the geometric

factors for a spectrum of separation values (n) for the
arrays commonly used in T.p. work.

An el-ectrode geometry not shown in Table rr is the
gradient array. The apparent resistivity for the in-rine
configuration is gJ-ven by

o = 1.'a
. c2b2I 

-t

*a(b' + c') '
N'Y

pa is in ohm-m, all distances are ín feet, and b and c > 5a

(see Figure 3 for the configuration of this and. the other
arrays).

Three features are apparent from Table rr, namely,

(i) geometric factors for fractional separations have been

included, (ii) the dipole-dipole array is the poorest

selection with respect to signal strength, and (iii) the
rate of faII-off of signal strength by increasing 'a' is
less than that encountered by increasing 'n'.

Fractional separations have been included because

the currents generated by the 2s watt transmitter are

insufficient to alIow separations greater than n=2. This

depends, of courser on dipole 1ength and apparent

res.istivity but if vertical- profiling is required for
overburden and bedrock analysis, fractional separations are

usually necessary to obtain sufficient interpretational data
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Geometric Factors

TABLE IT

for the Common I.P. Electrode Arrays

DJ-po1e-dipole

Pole-dipole

Pole-pole*

3-ArraY't

lVenner*

Note that here
serves only as

n

r/2
I
3/2
2
3
4

L/2
I
3/2
2
3
4

'r/2
1
3/2
2
3
4

r/2
1
3/2
2
3
4

L/2
I
3/2
2
3
4

i-s not used in
multiplier for

T

1" BB
6

13
24
60

L20

1.5
4
7.5

12
24
40

1
2
3
4
6
B

2
4
6
B

L2
16

1
2
3
4
6
I

the traditional sense but
comparison purposes.

n
a
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poi-nts. As an example of the last point, there is a two-

fold increase in signal strength for the dipore-dipole
geometry with n=l and a=200 feet over the same configuration
with n=2 and a=100 feet"

The significance of these considerations will be

discussed later in this chapter

Current strength and apparent resistivity also
infruence the measurable signal strength. current strength
is unpredictable because of its variability with surface
environment. Eraborate electrode preparation should be

avoided in order to maintain the battery system's

reconnaissance mode and experience indicates that unprepared

stake type el-ectrod.es suffice and apparent resistivities
encountered in canadi-an environments are usually high

enough to afford adequate signai strengLh.

Survey Design

The optimum electrode configuration in any f.p.
survey is selected with respect to the parameters (i) signal
strength, (ii) overburden thickness and erectrical properties
of the substratum and (iii) geometry of the target. signal
strength is not normally a probrem for conventionar r.p.
work but can be a criticar limitation with the 25 watt
system. A1so, in battery I.p. surveys an additional
consideration is the maintenance of the system's mobility
and for this reason the dipore-dipore array is preferred.
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. The logistical problems associated with the other

configurations are obvious, although they are not strictry
prohibited. The gradient array is untenable because the

current densities and hence the signal strength is too l-ow

using a 25 watt current source. vlhere precise quant.itative

information about the overburden properties is required the

wenner array can be used although possible line coupling of
the parallel d.ipoles, especially with the variabre frequency

method, in low resistivity areas may occur. The advantage

of the array, since the frequencies used in I.p. work 
-are

low enough that resistivities are ohmic, is that high

resolution d.c. resistivity interpretation curves, such as

those of Mooney and Wetzel (1956), may be used.

The dipole length must also be considered with respect

to the parameters listed. Along with the advantage in
signal strength, the 200 foot dipole (n=1) has improved depth

of penetration over the configuration with a=l00 and n=2,

this is schematically indicated in Figure 4. Although the

demonstration in Figure 4 is based on a superficiar protting
convention two-layer interpretation curves show that the

generalization persists over a wide range of subsurface

resistivity contrasts. rn general, the source must have an

effectj-ve width of at l-east one dipore length to register as

a singre station anomaly. overburden thickness, substratum

electrical properties, signal strength, and communication

problems suggest 200 feet as a maximum compromise clipole

length.
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(B)(A)

FIGURE 4. COMPAR ISON OF

OF THE DIPOLE

c2

X

PENETRATION

A=loo', N=2.
CHARACTERIST ICS
(B) a=2oo', N= | .

THE HYPOTHETICAL

- DIPOLE ARRAY. (A)
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. Normally, all these parameters are considered simur-

taneously and the survey designed by use of interpretation
curves. The procedure is equivalent to the reversal of the

interpretation procedure outlined in the next section but

requires beforehand, a knowledge of the conditions rikely to
be encountered. However, the critical conditions of over-

burden/bedrock resistivity contrast and. overburden thickness

are invariably unavailable for an unexplored area and must be

determined and assessed at the beginning of a battery I.p.
survey.

ft is common practice at the onset of any I.p. ",rrn"y
to'assess Lhese parameters, either qualitativery or quanti-
tatively, in any area where the most adr¡erse conditions are

expected and select. the electrode geometry accordingly.

Survey Evaluation

The mathematical description of the f.p. phenomenon by

seigel (1959) arlows the computation of the r.p. response of
any porarizabre medium" rn particular seigel computed the

response of a two-layer model for the vlenner electrode
geometry. rn a similar treatment Elliot (r967) computed the

resistivity and f.P. response of an identical model for the

more commonly used electrode geometries.

By simple fitting of the field data to the theoretical
curves it j-s usually possibre to define the parameters of the

field problem.

Ell-iot's curves give the apparent resistivity and
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r-P. response over a two-layer earth for a spectrum of
layer 2/Iayer I resistivity contrasts and layer 1 thicknesses
for the dipole-dipole, pole-dipole, 3-array, and pole-pole
arrays. The significant set of curves in this study are

those for the dipole-dipole geometry.

The r-P- response parameter (8.) for the two-layer
model is given by

Þ (rP)a (IP) rJz - (rp), - (rp);

where the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the layer and corres-
pond to overburden and bedrock, respectively, (Tp) foliowed
by a numerical subscript represents the intrinsic r.p.
response of the layer, and (rp)a represents the apparent
(measured) I. P. ef f ect

chargeability (¡4) and percent frequency effect (pFE)

are the availabre r.P" parameters. The metal conduction

factor (McF) cannot be used because it does not conform to
the theoretical- considerations involved.

commonly' (rP), can be t.aken as zeyo, so the expression
for the response parameter reduces to

B z = (Tp) a/ (rp) 
z

Here, the significance of B, is readily apparent, i.e.
B2 is the ratio of the measured. I.P. response to the intrinsic
response of the target medium 2 for a fixed resistivity
ratio and with the geometry (n) of the system variable.
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, The apparent resistivity curves have a simir_ar

structure, with the response parameter being the ratio of
the apparent (measured) resistivity and the intrinsic
resistivity of the first layer, i.e. eu/e7.

superposition of the field data over the famiries
of B, and resistivity curves yierds a solution for (rp)z

9t, p2 and Dr (overburden thickness).
The importance of the theoretical curves is

manifest in two ways (i) they arlow calculation of sub-
surface physical and electrical properties which incl-ude

the intrinsi-c r"p. response of an anomalous zone for
estimatj-on of sulphide content and the overburden thickness,
and. (ii) they allow assessment of the 'effectiveness, of
the survey; a feature which is critical to the effective
deployment of the 25 watt battery system.

By reffectiveness', it is meant the degree in which
the bedrock is being investigated and whether an anomalous

zone is, in fact, detectable. since continuous coverage

of an area by multiple separations neg,ates the reconnaissance

nature of the 25 watt r.p. system, it is reassuring to note
that instances where overburden masking is occurrj_ng are
readily apparent from the trends of both resistivity and

ï-P- response collected during the systematic single
separation (n=r) survey. fn these recognizable circum-
stances muli,ipIe separations (n = \,L,3/2) are read and the
degree of masking assessed.
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, The only constraint required is that there must be

some indication of hori-zontal layering. This arises because

the two-layer earth model j-s adopted for the theoretical
calculations, where the first layer represents overburden

and the second bedrock. Although this is a gross

simprification of most real situations, it has proven to be

adequate especially if the data to be interpreted is from

a non-anomal0us area. over anomal0us zones the anomal0us

values must be continuous enough to have infinite lateral
extent (dimensions 5-10 times the dipole length). Most

porphyry copper targets exhibit this property.

The occurrence of horizontal layering in field
problems is diffj.cult to assess largery because normalry

only anomalous responses are reported in the literature.
In the authors experience (approximately 5O miles of T.p.

work) which included investigation of three areas with
porphyry copper potential and two areas where the targets
were dyke like, there was usually no difficulty in
recoginizing horizontal layering in the field data;

especially in the r.P. response which is less susceptible

than resistivity to laterar inhomogeneities and variations.
Because of invalidity in the assumption that the

I.P. response of the first layer (overburden) is zero, it
is possible to establish a practical- limit in the revel of
B2 below which masking is }ikely to occur. obviously, where

any overburden exists a degree of masking will occur, but
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below a value of B, = 0.1, depending on the intrinsic
r"P. response of the bedrock, the apparent response will
usually be in the range of geologic and instrument noise.

For example, for an unmineralized bedrock with an

intrj-nsic chargeability of 20 ms, â B z of 0"1 yields an

apparent chargeabilit.y of 2 ms, which is in the noise band

because of assumption that M, = 0 is invalid. Actually,
Ml is determinable provid.ed the survey is conducted in
accord.ance with good survey procedures.

An additional complication arises when a dyke-like
target is included. in the two-tayer model. rn this case

unless the dyke's lateral dímensions are geophysical

infinite the anomal-ous response (above a background of 2 ms)

will be reduced as the target width decreases and even

though the intrinsic response of the dyke would. be

expected. to be an order of magnitude above that of the host

rock, the masking problem may result in an anomalous

response still below the noise 1evel and, therefore,
indiscriminable.

The procedure for evaruation and. interpretation of
r.P. data is best demonstrated by the examples which rvill be

introduced in Chapter V

Ell-iotrs curves also show thaL the dipole-dipole
array is the worst selection as far as the level of B2 is
concerned, i.e. the pole-dipoJ_e and pole-po1e arrays
gienerate larger Br'" under a given ensemble of overburden
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bedrock properties " This is equivalent to statl.ng that the
dipole-dipole array has the poorest effective depth of
investigatj-on. considering only depth of investigation and.

signal strength, it appears that the dipole-dipole array
would be the worst choice. However, this array is used

because it is lr,gistically simple âod,. therefore, preserves

the reconnaissance mode of the 25 watt battery system.

System Limitatíons

By placing a limit of 0.1 on the anomary detection
level (82), it is possible to roughly outline the
distribution of overburden thicknesses all_owable. The region
to the left of the curves in Figure 5 demonstrates the over-
burden thicknesses allowable for the d.ipote-dipole array for
t.he fixed resistivity contrasts shown.

As M, increases, as is the case in porphyry coppers,
a lower detection level can be considered and better depth

of investigati.on at the extreme resistivity contrasts can

be expected.

The maximum effective depth of penetration for the
25 watt battery system in the reconnaissance mode (a:200

feetr r=1) occurs at a resistivity contrast of 1 and is
approximately 180 feet.
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CHAPTER V

CASE HISTORIES

Introduction

The case histories presented here have been selected
from r.P" work performed by the author d.uring the summer of
L97r while in the employ of AMAX Exploration rnc.

The first example is typicar of the western canadian
cordillera where overburden resistivities range from 100 to
500 ohm-m and bedrock, typically, has values from 300 Lo

1000 ohm-m (Dolan ¡ Lg7I, personal communication). The

25 watt transmitter was, in fact, designed for this sort of
environment.

The second case history is from a typical precambrian

greenstone belt where overburden resistivities range from
20 to 200 ohm-m while the range of bedrock resistivities
is 103 to 10s ohm-m with an average of 5 x 103 ohm-m

(Dolan, rg7r, personar communication). Although the 25 watt
system is not specificarly adapted to search for surphides
in the greenstone environment, it has encountered some

limited success there.

3B
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Case tiistory 1: British Columbia

Figures 6 and 7 show the results obtained from a

25 watt battery r.P. survey conducted in mid-central British
Columbia

The property is underlain by a complex of intrusive
porphyrys situated within the Jurassic rocks of the Hazel-ton

Group and has potential as a typical porpyry copper deposit.
The area lies in a cirque with two distinct

physiographic settings; the vase of the cirque valley
contains water-soaked glacio-fruvial deposits whereas the
flanks are dry with poorly developed soil and some talus.

A previous r.p" survey indicated that the area wou]d be

favorable for investigation by the 25 "watt system, but the

coverage was somewhat limited and díd not include the
central portion of the valley where 100 to 150 feet of
boulder till intercollated with varved clays was present.

The plan of apparent resistivj_ties shows values

typical of British columbia. rt is interesting to note the

continuity in chargeability between the creek bottom

profile, where erosion to bedrock had occurred., and. the burk

of the survey, which was conducted on the overburden

surface, where a degree of masking invariably occurred.
Resistivities have not been presented for the creek profile
because of distortion ín ttre electrode gieometry caused by

the creek meanders.
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. The cross-hatched region in Figures 6 and 7 indicates
an area where the chargeabilities decreased from the flanking
anomalous zones. overburden masking was suspected and

approprj-ate multipre separations were read. on the two lines
intersecting the area. Tabre rrr gives the averagie of the

three sets of data taken.

An unusual amount of information was avairable from

the property and some inferences toward the degree of
masking \^/ere possible. overburden thickness adjacent to the

area was visually estimated, where the creek had incised the
glacial till, ât 100 feet and the continuation of the

survey on outcrop, along the creek bottom nearby, gave

apparent bedrock resistivities of approximatety 50o ohm-m.

This value may be too low because of (.i) shunting of
curuent through the low resistivity banks of the creek and

(ii) distortions in the colinear electrode geometry and

dipole rength caused by meanders in the creek, rn ad.dition,

the data at n : å suggested an intrinsic resistivity of
overburden of 100 ohm-m, although this value may be

excessive because at n = L the effective penetration is
about 60 feet and bedrock infruences wourd still be in the

measurement. Apparently then, a conservative estimate of

Pr/P, wouJ-d be 5.

The parameters avail_able are:
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Spacing

TABLE TTT

Case History 1

Multip1e Separation Data

P^ (ohm-m)
_ct

121

143

264

t/2
I

3/2

Ma (msec)

1.3

5.2

7.8
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9z/9t = 5

A - 200 feet
Dr = 100 feet = 0.5 A

Mr = 0msec (assumption)

M- (at n=f) = 5.2 msec

Referring to the appropriate set of interpretaLion
curves for n = I, D = 0.5 A, and pr/p, = 5 it is apparent
that

B2=Mu/Mr=0.14

Therefore

Iv12 : 37 msec

The interpretation suggests that in the region
indj-cated moderate overburden masking has occurred and the
30 msec chargeability contour can be altered to encl_ose the
area' thereby increasing the acreal extent of the anomaly

consíderably.

Direct analysis of the data in Tabre rrr, although
there is no concl-usive evi-dence of horizontal layering,
yields a similar result. Figures B and 9 show the fierd.
data superimposed on the best fit theoretical curves.

Figure B yields a chargeability solution of
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M, = 74 msec

g r/e, = 1o

D, = 100 feet = 0.5 A

The resistivity data of Figure 9 yields an ambiguous

resistivity contrast although the best fit famity of curves
are those for D, = 0"5 A" The scatter in the data can be

attributed to lateral inhomogeneiti-es in resistivity which
produce effects comparable to vertical resistivity
variations.

ïn the central portion of the anomary (Figure 6) the
overburden conditions are simirar to those previously
indicated, but here, the reduction in bedrock resist.ivity
caused by the presence of metalric sulfides improves the
Or/0, ratior so that, essentially 100 percent of the
intrinsic r.P. response of the bedrock is available for
measurement at the surface.

The applicability of the 25 watt battery I.p.
system to trace the laterar distribution of subsurface
sulfides is werl d.emonstrated. Granted, the vertical
distribution and continuity of the causative body remains

unknown but most deposits of t.his sort have considerable
verLical exLent which can be best defined by drilring.

Production rates per working day \,vere 2. 5 miles f or
the sysLem, with a maximum 4.0 mites for a singre day.

MobiLization costs were also Iow, making overall costs
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leSs than conventional I.p. by a factor of 2.

Case History 2: Ontario

The second case history is drav¿n from the Abit.ibi
greenstone belt of northeastern ontario where shield type
physiographic, g.eoIog.ic, and target conditions prevair.

Fi-gures 10 and 11 show the resurtant chargeabil-ities
and resistivities. The resist.ivity survey is virtualry
a map of the outcrop distribution and the extreme variations
should be noted. A dichotomy existed. in that the poorly
developed soil in rocky terrain afforded miniscule currents
but signal strength was improved substantially by the high

apparent resistivities, whereas, in swampy areas larger
currents compensated for the accompanying 1or¡ resistivities.

Another difficurty encountered was an abund.ance of
noisy si-gnals caused. by poor pctential electrode contacts
in poorly consolidated swamp materiaf and on moss covered

outcrops; however, anomal_ous readings \¿rere easily
distinguishable.

rn terrain with such high resistiviLy contrasts

'masking' shoul-d occur and the apparent closure of the

southwestern end of the anomaly was suspected to be

superficially caused by overburden masking. Figure 5

indj-cates that as pr/pr approaches r00 the arlowable over-
burden thickness is li-mited to a maximum of 20 f eet. A

detailed analysis of profile data corlected in the region
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suggests, however, that masking was not significant and the
apparent closure of the anomaly represents a real termj-nation
of the causative body

Figure 12 is a plot in cross-section of the data

col-lected over the southern end of the anomaly. The

resistivity appears to depict an expression of a narrow

swamp fil-led bedrock depression. The lack of apparent

horizontal layering reduces the quality of any interpretation,
but it is possible to bracket the variation in resistivity
and overburden thickness and make some inferences as to the
conditions most likely. only two data sets conform to the
theoretically required continuous downward increase in
resistivity and these are plotted in Figure 13 over the best
fit theoretical curves

The analysis yields the following lj-mj-ts on the
properties of interest:

9z/9t=5to100

91 : 55 to 300 ohm-m

ez = 11500 to 30r000 ohm

Dr = 10 to 100 feet

In view of the large variations in apparent

resistivity over the property, it is possible to eliminate
resistivity contrasts less than 50 and 100 is a likely
maximum. Also, s\¡/amps are usuarly highry conductive, so

that 0r must be 50 ohm-m or ress. The high resistivities
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(gfeater than 10,000 ohm-m) conform to the outcrop
distribution of a guartz diorite whereas, t.he anomaly is
confined within an acidic volcanic unitr so that the
inferred p2 of 5r000 ohm-m is probably representative.

owing to the proximity of outcropr ârr overburden

thickness of 100 feet is extreme. The overburden thickness
shoul-d encompass a range of ro to 50 feet, although it
should be remembered that a wedge of surface material is
present and the inferred depth represents a maximum.

This qualitative filtering generates

Qz/Qt = 100

Pr = 50 ohm-m

Qz = 5,000 ohm-m

Dr = 10 to 50 feet

rnterpretation of the chargeability yields a some-

what more coherent resurt because this parameter is less
susceptible to lateral variations. The interpretation
(Figure l4) yields the results

Q"/Q, = 100

M2 : 60 msec

Dl = 10 feet

The area underrying rine 4+00 s, apparently then

still carries anomalous amounLs of sulfides (in the order
of 6 percent).
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. Appl-ication of this information, i.e. Dr = 10, to
l-ine B+00 s and taking 40 msec as the averagie chargeability
for the mid-section of the line, yieÌds an Mz of 20 msec;

a value approaching background for a fissile rock. since

the line was read with a 200 foot dipole length (Dr/A = 0"05),
it was necessary to extrapolate t.he theoretical curves to
arrive at the value of B2 (0.20).

The resistivity contrast was at. the upper limit for
the 25 watt system but the abundance of outcrop and shallow

swamp made the survey possible.

Again, it is fel_t that the system generated an

ad.equately effective survey without the use of cumbersome

conventional equipment.

Primary coverage, excluding detail, was 6 miles in
three days. Assuming conventional coverag'e wourd be one

mile per day, a two-foId decrease in survey cost was

realized.



CTIAPTER VI

THE 250 WATT INDUCBD POLARIZATION SYSTEM

Introduction

Recent trends suggest that the 'newIy, developed
250 watt r-P- Lransmitter is being used to perform many

battery reconnaissance surveys. Although no field. examples

can be ci-ted, a comparison will be drawn between the
25 watt and 250 watt portable systems to discuss their
rerative merits. For continuity the 250 watt transmitter
manufactured by the scintrex organization will be discussed.

Descriptlon of the scintrex rpc- B 2s0 watt rransmitter

The scintrex rpc-B 2s0 watt r.p. transmitter has the
following specifications (after scintrex, rg72).

Power 250 watt (maximum)

Output voltage 150 v to 850 v (in 5 steps)
Output current I.5 amp (maximum)

Pul-se duration I, 2, or 4 sec.
Dimensions 51" x I2,, x 18" (14cm x 30cm x 46cm)
Ialeight 35 lb (15. 5 kg)

The weight requirement for the 250 watt transmitter,
compared to the 25 watt unit, makes the larger system, what
the author prefers to call 'semi-portable' .
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De rh of Investigjrtion of the 250 watt System

The depth of investigation of any I.p. system

regardless of power availabre, provided the erectrode
configuration remains i-dentical, is fixed by the subsurface
electrj-ca1 and physical properties.

rn order to improve the penetration characteristics
the el-ectrode geometry must be altered by (i) increasing
the dipole length, (ii) increasing the separation (na), or
(iii) deptoying a different array. The first two require
an increase in signal strength by way of more current
impressed into the ground., which is accompli-shed by

boosting the power of the transmitter.
By employing the same parameters that were used. in

estabrishing the power resuirements for the 25 watt system,

i.e. ga = 100 ohm, minimum signal streng'th = 10 mv, it
follows that the following dipole-dipole configurations are
possible with the 250 watt transmitter.

(1) a = 200 feetr n = l, 2, 3

(2) a=400feetrn=1,2
(3) a : 500 feetr lf = 1

Figure 5 reveals the maximum penetration for
effective anomaly detection for each of these configurations.
There is at l-east a two-fold increase in penetration over
the 25 watt system for each category and this feature should
persist for any given model.
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Relative Merits of the 250 watt I.p. System

The 250 watt system, because of the transmi_tter
weight, is only semi-portable and because of its better
performance over the 25 watt system is not strictly a

reconnaissance tool except in areas where extreme

resistivity contrasts exist. This makes it a valuable
addition to array of r.p" equipment especially for work

in the Canadian Shield.

Its performance characteristics, however, do not
indicate that it should. replace the 25 watt system for
routine syrveys in the Canadian cordillera.



CI]APTER VTT

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The case histories presented aie representative
of some 50 mil-es of r.p. work; 40 miles in British columbia

and l-0 miles in northeastern ontario. other areas with
similar environments presented no difficulty in anomaly

detection.

rt is fert that the 25 watt battery r.p. system is
a versatile reconnaissance tool with reduced cost of the
service when tempered simultaneously with careful
interpretation and an a\^iareness of the systems limitations.
rt was found that the occurrence or possible occurrence
of overburden masking was easy to recognize during the
survey and the degree of masking could be evaluated. by the
use of interpretation curves.

subsurface conditions in British columbia suggest

that the 25 watt system can be used to perform al-I routine
r.P. work. Extreme resistivity contrasts over the canadian

shield render the 25 watt system applicable only where

overburden thickness is less than 50 feet; this probably
includes less than 25 percent of the land area.

The evaluation of the 250 watt system showed that it
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more closely approxi-mates the performance and. logistical
characLeristics of conventionar units and, therefore,
should not be misconstrued. as a replacement for the 25 watt
unit.

rn ontario the 250 watt system has a definite
advantage and it is estimated that th: system will be

effective over 75 percent of the area.

The 25 watt unit has blanket application in British
columbia provided sufficient current can be applied to the
ground. This is a problem vrith any r.p" survey but may be

more serious v¡ith higher powered units because l0nger
dipoles are used and readings are expected for several
separations.

Areas with one or more adverse physical or
properties can be expected but the array of I.p.
availabl-e allows selection of the best system.

A possible deployment chart is given below

Survey Status

electrical_

equipment

Problem

250 watt

2500 watt

British Columbia

Ontario

Routine

25 watt

250 watt

with several- choices of r.p. system avail_abIe it is
important to know beforehand, especiarly if the work is in
an inaccessible area, the electrical and. physicat properties
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to. be encountered but specific information of this sort
is generally unavailable through current publications"
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